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1.1 CONTACT INFORMATION

1.2 SUBMITTING CATEGORY

RIT Engineers for a
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Students using Autodesk
Fusion 360

esustainableworld@gmail.com
Rochester Institute of Technology

1 Lomb Memorial Dr.
Rochester, NY, 14623 USA
(585)813-7591
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2.1 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Sweeping the Nation with Change

Commercial brooms tend to have short lifespans
and are often made of non-recyclable materials.
Most modern brooms use bristles made of cheap
plastic that eventually wear out and fall over time
ending up in a landfill or making their way into the
soil and remaining as an environmental
contaminant. But, what if that didn’t have to be
the case? We set out to design a 100%
recyclable broom with a bristle head made of
highly-biodegradable material that can be
replaced independently of the broom’s other
components.
We designed a mechanism at the base of the
broom handle that allows the handle to be
adjusted between 0°, 45° and 90°. This feature
allows a customer to afford the functionality of
three separate brooms for the material and
monetary costs of one.

Sweeping the Nation with
Change is an innovative
design for an ordinary product
that proves that complexity
and exceptional performance
do not discount sustainability.
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2.2 ILLUSTRATION OF THE PRODUCT SYSTEM
Sweeping the Nation with Change
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3. REUTILIZATION CYCLE AND BUSINESS MODEL
Sweeping the Nation with Change
Sweeping The Nation With Change is a
durable and sustainable household broom
made out of materials that provide significant
environmental and economic benefits.
100% Recycled Aluminum— Recycling old
aluminum consumes just 5% of the energy
needed to produce virgin aluminum and
releases a mere 5% of the greenhouse gases.
The metal can be recycled over and over
again without any loss in quality so the
recyclability of the material will be unaffected
during the fabrication of the broom.
Recycled Steel Springs— It can be recycled
continually without any degradation in
performance due to its properties. 75% less
energy is used than in making steel from raw
materials. Furthermore, unlike other materials,
steel is one of most easily-recycled materials.

RECYCLING PLANT

+

MANUFACTURER

Wheat Straw— This abundant agricultural
crop with low commercial value helps the
product to be more cost-effective. The bristles
are replaceable and the discarded straws will
eventually biodegrade, avoiding any
environmental impact upon disposal.
Since our goal with this product is to
promote environmental awareness within
the consumers, we would offer them a
discount on the broom in exchange for
scrap aluminum from products they had
used before. Additionally, should the
customer decide they no longer want the
broom, the manufacturer will pay them a
portion of the cost of the broom to return it.

+

CONSUMER
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4. MATERIAL SELECTION

5. AUTODESK’S FUSION 360

Sweeping the Nation with Change

Sweeping the Nation with Change

4.1 OVERVIEW
Sweeping The Nation With Change broom
is made entirely out of sustainable materials.
On one side, bristles that are biodegradable
and on the other side, an infinitely recyclable
handle. We are designing a broom out of
recycled material that can also be recycled
at the end of its life.

4.2 MATERIAL REUTILIZATION
Bearing in mind that the materials used for
this product are either recyclables or
compostables, we calculated the material
reutilization score.
100%
100%

100

Recycled/Renewable
Recyclable/Compostable
Material Reutilization Score

4.3 MATERIAL HEALTH
STEEL: used in springs
NFPA Health Score: 0
Only potentially hazardous during cutting or
grinding
ALUMINUM: used in handle
NFPA Health Score: 0
Slightly combustible so hazard may be
presented during production
WHEAT STRAW: used in bristles
Biologically inert/ food product

We assembled our entire model in Fusion
360. Using Fusion’s built-in file share, we
were able to work on components individually
while cross-referencing each other’s
parameters in nearly real time. The animation
feature made rendering sequences of images
a remarkably effortless process.
We also made use of Fusion’s stress
simulations to minimize material waste.
Although we constructed the majority of our
model using direct modeling, the parametric
tool was helpful when we needed to adjust
thicknesses after doing stress calculations
and running simulations.
Our decision to use Fusion 360 afforded us a
level of efficiency we would not otherwise
have been able to enjoy. Everything about the
software is a boon to rapid product
development, and its features allow users to
compare and conserve materials, promoting
a cradle-to-cradle approach to design.

